12K Spring Term Curriculum Overview
This term pupils will be studying the following topics in their KS5 curriculum

Subject

Topic

Functional Numeracy

Pupils are developing functional skills in number, money,
time and measurement. The emphasis is on applying
these skills in everyday situations and increasing
confidence in problem solving with mathematical ‘know
how’.
Greek Myths- exploring key facts about Ancient Greece
and exploring the myths- Pandora’s Box and Icarus and
Daedalus.
In combination with 12A, recycling egg boxes into
seeded paper flowers and using them to make ‘Grow’
Greetings Cards to sell throughout the year. Decorating
gift boxes and donated items for sale as part of
recycling. Cutting handmade felt for assembling as
brooches.
First half-term: Pupils will learn to use a variety of digital
music packages to compose, mix and perform their
music creations.

English

Enterprise

ICT

Second half-term: Pupils will learn how to use emails
and how these travel across the internet.
Music

DRAMA

ART

Pupils will explore different types of reggae, ska and
related popular music from the UK & Caribbean, with
focus on rhythmic styling using keyboards and drums.
Pupils will devise, improvise and perform short pieces of
their own choice. They will use lights and sounds to
enhance atmosphere and setting. They will work in small
groups, assigning cast roles and directors, light and
sound directors. Pupils will be encouraged to create
characters and scenarios with a beginning, middle and
end – using the ‘Z’ model of story building.
Look at a variety of pirate images and original prints by
the illustrators Janet and Anne Graham Johnstone.
Create an individual character & costume design
exploring and experimenting with different Art
techniques, materials and using ICT skills. Listen to the
sound track from the opera by Gilbert and Sullivan
Pirates Of Penzance.
Use Colourful Semantics Sentence Strips & Talking
mats to plan and discuss the work.

Lambeth College
Link Course

Life Skills

Pupils are working at the Clapham site and developing
their vocational communication, literacy and numeracy
skills as well as their creative craft skills through working
on an enterprise project.
Each week the group will go shopping to Morrisons to
buy food for the Breakfast Club. Each member of the
group will be assigned an item to find in the
supermarket. Over time they will learn to pay for it with
as little support as possible.
Additionally pupils will also begin the Personal Progress
Unit ‘All about me’, which will encourage them to build
greater self-awareness. These units are accredited
through Entry Pathways and Personal Progress
schemes.

